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“The relationship between democracy and federalism means, for example, that in Canada there may be different and equally legitimate majorities in different provinces and territories and at the federal level. No one majority is more or less “legitimate” than the others as an expression of democratic opinion, although, of course, the consequences will vary with the subject matter. A federal system of government enables different provinces to pursue policies responsive to the particular concerns and interests of people in that province. At the same time, Canada as a whole is also a democratic community in which citizens construct and achieve goals on a national scale through a federal government acting within the limits of its jurisdiction. The function of federalism is to enable citizens to participate concurrently in different collectivities and to pursue goals at both a provincial and a federal level.”

Introduction

Despite the frequent use of “Canadian Confederation” to refer to the coming together of three British colonies to form the Dominion of Canada in 1867, Canada is not a confederation. And despite the fact that the preamble to the Constitution Act, 1867 refers to Canada as a “Union”, it is not a unitary State. Indeed, the Preamble specifies that it was the colonies’ desire “to be federally united”. It won’t be news to readers that Canada is a federation – not a confederation or a unitary state. However, while this may be common knowledge, what this type of political arrangement entails is often much less understood.

By recognizing that federalism is one of the underlying principles that “inform[s] and sustain[s] the constitutional text” and that it is one of “the vital unstated assumptions upon which the text is based”, the Supreme Court in the Secession Reference invited us to reflect on the unstated architecture of our Constitution. As the Supreme Court recognized, our political and constitutional practice has adhered to an underlying principle of federalism, and it has interpreted the written provisions of the Constitution in this light.

So what does the constitutional principle of federalism entail? Instead of a detailed set of specific rules, the principle of federalism relies on a series of principles that distinguish federations from other political forms. I propose that three such principles stand out from within our constitutional instruments and jurisprudence: autonomy, subsidiarity and federal solidarity. The combination of these three interrelated constitutional principles forms the normative structure that gives Canadian federalism its internal logic. And it is my contention in this paper, that this internal logic is one of cooperative federalism – a form of federalism which is the natural consequence of the respect for those three constitutional principles. It is these principles that must guide the judiciary when it fulfills its special duty as “guardian of the Constitution”, and as such, as guardian of the principle of federalism. Specifically, as interpreters and protectors of the Constitution, it is my view that the Supreme Court of Canada must be guided by an understanding of cooperative federalism which is rooted in the principles of autonomy, subsidiarity and federal
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solidarity, as it rules on division of powers cases.

The normative justification for cooperative federalism

Indeed, each of the three principles – autonomy, subsidiarity and federal solidarity - offers its own normative justification for cooperative federalism. First, cooperative federalism is justified as a means to optimise the constitutionally guaranteed autonomy of each partner in the federation. It does so by optimising the capacity of federal partners to effectively manage complex issues, while, at the same time, protecting their respective exclusive jurisdictions. Second, the constitutional principle of subsidiarity entails that powers were not divided at random between federal partners. Rather, they are distributed according to the principles of proximity (geographical or otherwise) and, in case of incapacity, to a subsidiary institution. A relation of subsidiarity is, among other things, one in which the principal is meant to be assisted or helped by a subsidiary power. It would thus be antithetical to the principle of subsidiarity for a subsidiary agent to seek to hinder the capacity of the principal to achieve its legitimate goals. The principle of subsidiarity thus provides a normative justification for the constitutional requirement of cooperation between central authorities and provinces. Third, despite their respective autonomy, the federal government and the provinces are joined together not only by constitutional rules, but also by a shared citizenry towards whom they have obligations. The nested political identities of the citizenry in a federation are institutionally reflected in the fact that each level of government is separate, yet participate in a common body politic. Thus, partners in a federation cannot treat each other as if they were foreign, independent states whose actions do not have direct consequences on their own citizenry. Hurting federal partners amounts to hurting the shared body politic. The principle of federal solidarity thus creates certain positive duties of assistance, and in prohibitions against imposing certain negative externalities on other federal partners. Cooperative federalism is thus normatively justified by the need for each level of government to protect and promote the interests of a shared citizenry forming a common body politic.

1. Autonomy

It is well-established that the central government and provincial governments are autonomous within their own spheres of competence. Provinces are not the mere delegates of the central power – as in a decentralized unitary State. Nor is the central government a mere delegate of the provinces – as in a confederation. But what does it mean for federal partners to be autonomous?

Autonomy, as its etymological roots indicate, refers to the “self” (auto) having its own “law” (nomos). The opposite of autonomy is heteronomy; the subjection to external law, the dependence on external power. The extent of the autonomy of a political community is determined by the extent of its control over its own laws. Partners in a federation are not fully autonomous as they are bound by common rules, constitutional rules, to one another, but they nonetheless all have their own space to make their own laws. Indeed, federal partners are not mere delegates of one another; they all have their own primary, law-making powers attributed to them by the Constitution.

While not explicitly stated in the Constitution Act, 1867, the principle of autonomy is well-established in Canadian constitutional law. The fact that the federal authority was created following an agreement between three British colonies to transfer certain of their powers to a central government – and to divide one of those three colonies in two provinces: Ontario and Québec – does not mean that a mere delegation occurred. Indeed, the creation of the Dominion of Canada was ultimately the product of the Westminster Parliament and whatever political impetus that pushed the colonies to
form a federation. The central authority thus created was not and is not a mere delegate of the provinces. The language of the *Constitution Act, 1867* is clear that the central authority was meant to be autonomous from the provinces.

What was less clear, from a mere reading of the 1867 text was the status of the provinces. However, very early on, in the 1880s, the Privy Council specified that Provinces are neither the mere delegates of the Imperial Parliament, nor of the Dominion. A few years later, the Privy Council also concluded that Lieutenant-Governors are as much the representatives of Her Majesty for provincial purposes as the Governor General is for the Dominion.

In 1919, if there were any remaining doubts, Viscount Haldane famously wrote in *Re The Initiative and Referendum Act* that

The scheme of the Act passed in 1867 was thus, not to weld the Provinces into one, nor to subordinate Provincial Governments to a central authority, but to establish a central government in which these Provinces should be represented, entrusted with exclusive authority only in affairs in which they had a common interest. Subject to this each Province was to retain its independence and autonomy and to be directly under the Crown as its head. Within these limits of area and subjects, its local Legislature, so long as the Imperial Parliament did not repeal its own Act conferring this status, was to be supreme, and had such powers as the Imperial Parliament possessed in the plenitude of its own freedom before it handed them over to the Dominion and the Provinces, in accordance with the scheme of distribution which it enacted in 1867.

The fact that Canada has since gained its independence from the United Kingdom has not changed the autonomous nature of provinces. In short: “[t]he Canadian federation rests on the organizing principle that the orders of government are coordinate and not subordinate one to the other.”

### 1.1-Negative and positive autonomy

The importance of maintaining the autonomy of both levels of government has traditionally been reflected in the interpretation of the division of powers. However, what was considered necessary to protect such autonomy evolved over time. Initially, it was thought that to ensure the autonomy of each level of law-maker, the attribution of legislative powers between Parliament and legislatures had to be interpreted according to strict lines of demarcation. The basic idea was that maintaining rigid boundaries between each legislative sphere would protect the autonomy of each level of government. Protecting legislative autonomy thus meant policing the legislative borders against unconstitutional intrusions. This is epitomized by the description of jurisdictions as being “watertight compartments.”

This corresponds to the exclusionary or “negative” function of autonomy. The negative function of autonomy is necessary to *negate* intrusions, and thus, to protect against heteronomy. “Negative autonomy” is not meant as a pejorative expression. It simply refers to the function of excluding other powers from one’s own sphere of competence. Negative autonomy is defensive; it protects the governing self against trespass into its exclusive powers.

However, this model of legislative autonomy was soon understood to be incomplete. While being a useful model to defend against intrusions, the exclusionary function of autonomy may also have the paradoxical effect of limiting the respective autonomy of Parliament and the legislatures. Indeed, boundaries that are too rigid and that do not allow for legislative overlaps, limit the capacity of both legislative levels to adopt statutes to deal effectively with complex issues. In other words, merely focusing on negative autonomy would result in limiting the sphere of action of the autonomous federal partners.
Thus, the principle of autonomy is not limited to the negative function of protecting normative boundaries. It also entails the “positive” function of empowering the relevant political communities to adopt their own laws, to govern themselves. The positive function of autonomy ensures that the self has the power to govern. The wider the range of possible interventions, the larger the capacity to govern. “Positive autonomy” is thus the enabling function of autonomy. While the negative function of the principle of autonomy protects the “auto”, the positive function ensures the capacity of the self to establish its “nomos.”

The positive function of autonomy is complementary to its negative function. They are the two sides of a coin; we cannot jettison one without losing the other. Therefore, it is not an either/or proposition. Both are necessary.

The enabling function of autonomy is reflected in courts having developed a set of doctrines to enhance the legislative capacities of Parliament and legislatures. For example, the “double aspect” doctrine provides that “subjects which in one aspect and for one purpose fall within s 92, may in another aspect and for another purpose fall within s 91” of the Constitution Act, 1867. What will matter first and foremost will be the correspondence of the “pith and substance” of the legislative enactment to a head of legislative powers of the legislative body that adopted it. The “incidental effects” of a statute on legislative matters attributed to the other legislative level will not cause the invalidity of the legislation. 

To maximise the positive function of autonomy while simultaneously preserving its negative function, the Supreme Court specified in Bell Canada v Québec (Commission de la santé et de la sécurité du travail), that for the double aspect doctrine to operate, there must be two distinct aspects of the matters in question to be regulated. Thus, while there may be different aspects to a specific object, each aspect is exclusively attributed to one or the other legislative power.

1.2 - Privileging positive autonomy

Privileging one of its functions over the other does not jeopardise the principle of autonomy as long as the privileging does not amount to a negation of the other necessary function. While the two functions of the autonomy principle are carefully preserved, Canadian constitutional law tends to privilege a power-maximising interpretation of the positive function of the autonomy principle. For example, ss 92A, 94A and 95 of the Constitution Act, 1867 explicitly recognize concurrent jurisdiction over non-renewable natural resources, forestry resources and electrical energy, old age pensions, agriculture and immigration. These constitutional provisions thus enable both Parliament and provincial legislatures to adopt statutes over these matters.

Favouring the positive function of the principle of autonomy does not necessarily negate its power-preserving function. Indeed, the range of legislative action of both Parliament and legislatures has generally been increased not by subtracting legislative powers from one to give to the other, but by gradually allowing more overlapping legislation, by limiting the use of the “interjurisdictional immunity” doctrine, and by adopting a narrow definition of the incompatibility test triggering the federal paramountcy rule. The range of circumstances where negative autonomy can be used against other legislative powers has been limited, but it has not been eliminated.

However, the Supreme Court has recognized that Parliament and legislatures sometimes need to adopt certain provisions that, in their pith and substance, lie outside of their legislative powers. This is what has been called the “ancillary powers” doctrine. Sections of an otherwise valid statute may slightly extend outside the sphere of competence of the legislative body that adopted them if it can be shown that
they bear a rational and functional connection to the rest of the statute. More serious extrajurisdictional extensions will require a higher degree of integration of the impugned sections into the otherwise valid legislation. Indeed, in such cases of largely overflowing legislative provisions, courts will tend towards validating the impugned provisions only if the latter are shown to be necessary for the effectiveness of the legislative scheme within which they are found. The ancillary powers doctrine is an extreme case of positive autonomy. Not only is positive autonomy privileged in the rare situations where the doctrine is applied, it actually runs against the negative autonomy of the other jurisdiction.

1.3 - Encroachments on the negative autonomy of provinces

It is true that the Constitution does not fully protect provincial autonomy. For example, ss 55, 57 and 90 of the Constitution Act, 1867 grant the powers of disallowance and reservation to the Governor General over provincial legislation. However, the Supreme Court noted:

Our political and constitutional practice has adhered to an underlying principle of federalism, and has interpreted the written provisions of the Constitution in this light. For example, although the federal power of disallowance was included in the Constitution Act, 1867, the underlying principle of federalism triumphed early. Many constitutional scholars contend that the federal power of disallowance has been abandoned.

Another example of encroachment on the principle of negative autonomy of provinces can be found in the so-called “national concern” doctrine flowing from Parliament’s power to adopt laws for “Peace, Order and Good Government” (POGG). When applicable, the doctrine transfers to Parliament a matter that was once considered a matter of provincial jurisdiction. Parliament thus gains permanent plenary powers over that matter.

However, the doctrine has a limited application as it requires that:

[f]or a matter to qualify as a matter of national concern (…) it must have a singleness, distinctiveness and indivisibility that clearly distinguishes it from matters of provincial concern and a scale of impact on provincial jurisdiction that is reconcilable with the fundamental distribution of legislative power under the Constitution.

The doctrine is further qualified by the requirement of the so-called “provincial inability” test:

In determining whether a matter has attained the required degree of singleness, distinctiveness and indivisibility that clearly distinguishes it from matters of provincial concern it is relevant to consider what would be the effect on extra-provincial interests of a provincial failure to deal effectively with the control or regulation of the intra-provincial aspects of the matter.

Parliament’s power to gain jurisdiction over works it declares to be for the general advantage of Canada, or two or more provinces, is another example of encroachment on the negative autonomy of provinces. This is a very exceptional power as it appears to go against the federal principle in itself. Indeed, let’s recall that in the Reference re Resolution to Amend the Constitution, a majority of the Supreme Court concluded that there was a constitutional convention requiring a substantial measure of provincial consent to amend the Constitution, and that the reason for that convention was that “[t]he federal principle cannot be reconciled with a state of affairs where the modification of provincial legislative powers could be obtained by the unilateral action of the federal authorities.” More recently, the Court declared that “[t]he Part V amending formula reflects the principle that constitutional change that engages provincial interests requires both the consent of Parliament and a significant degree of
provincial consent.⁴²⁸ Nevertheless, the declaratory power remains on the books.

S 92(10)(c) declarations were most often made in the late 19th century – when the federal powers of reservation and disallowance were also still in use. Since the 1960s, they have been used very rarely.⁴²⁹ As Peter Hogg suggested, “[i]t appears, however, that the federal government and Parliament are sensitive to the anomalous character of the power and are now inclined to use the power only sparingly.”⁴³⁰ Referring to the powers of disallowance and reservations, and the declaratory power, La Forest J. in Ontario Hydro wrote that they “faded almost into desuetude when these large constitutional and national tasks [of establishing the authority of the central government and the construction of the intercontinental railway] had been accomplished.”⁴³¹

Even if it were the case that the federal declaratory power had not fallen into desuetude, the Supreme Court, 20 years ago, limited the scope of this power of “exceptional nature”.⁴³² Indeed, in Ontario Hydro, a majority of the Supreme Court believed that the declaratory power had to be interpreted narrowly to preserve the principle of federalism. The Court concluded that both the POGG principle and the declaratory power were subject to the “same balancing principles of federalism”⁴³³ or at least, “similarly subject to balancing federal principles…”⁴³⁴ Accordingly, the majority of the Court agreed that “Parliament’s jurisdiction over a declared work must be limited so as to respect the powers of the provincial legislatures but consistent with the appropriate recognition of the federal interests involved.”⁴³⁵ Therefore, Parliament’s jurisdiction over declared works has to be confined to “the sphere of those of aspects of the work which make the work of federal jurisdiction…”⁴³⁶

It is entirely possible that the declaratory power of s 92(10)(c) would one day be limited to works that qualify under a test similar to the “provincial inability” criteria used under of the “national concern” doctrine of the POGG. This would be in line with what the Supreme Court recently did in the Reference re Supreme Court Act⁴³⁷ with s 101 of the Constitution Act, 1867 (which provides Parliament with the power to legislate to create a General Court of Appeal for Canada).⁴³⁸ In light of the Supreme Court’s importance in the current constitutional architecture, including its “vital role as an institution forming part of the federal system”,⁴³⁹ it declared that “[t]he unilateral power found in s. 101 of the Constitution Act, 1867 has been overtaken by the Court’s evolution in the structure of the Constitution, as recognized in Part V of the Constitution Act, 1982.”⁴⁴⁰

Finally, one last potential source of encroachment on the principle of negative autonomy can be found in the general federal paramountcy rule (and the specific provincial paramountcy rule applicable to old age pensions legislation).⁴⁴¹ Because of the principle of positive autonomy, Parliament and legislatures have extended legislative powers that may overlap. When overlapping legislations are in conflict, a paramountcy rule is necessary to settle the inconsistency. As we have seen above, the notion of conflict triggering the application of the paramountcy rule is narrowly defined; it only covers situations where the federal and provincial provisions create logical inconsistencies,⁴⁴² or when the operation of the provincial provision would clearly frustrate the intent of the paramount statute.⁴⁴³ In general, when there is a conflict, the provincial legislative provision remains valid and applicable, but it is inoperable to the extent of its inconsistency with the federal statute – and no more – thus preserving a maximum amount of positive autonomy for provinces.⁴⁴⁴

1.4 - Autonomy and cooperative federalism

Legislative conflicts can, to a large extent, be avoided when there are appropriate consultations, negotiations and, ultimately,
cooperation between levels of governments. This illustrates the fact that, by creating the possibility of legislative overlaps, the principle of positive autonomy produces the factual conditions necessary for the development of cooperative federalism.\footnote{At the same time, both the principles of negative and positive autonomy provide a first \textit{normative justification} for cooperative federalism. Indeed, cooperative federalism is a means to optimise respect for the positive autonomy of the central and provincial governments through recognition of their extensive powers to govern their own affairs. Simultaneously, it protects negative autonomy by seeking to avoid a situation where those governments will be bound by external rules. In other words, a first normative justification for cooperative federalism is that it seeks to optimise respect for both principles of autonomy through effective and agreed upon rules and governing mechanisms.}

That being the case, how can we make sense of all those encroachments on the principle of negative autonomy of provinces? We can start by pointing out that conflict-solving rules were not chosen arbitrarily; they reflect a sense of how the relatively autonomous political communities embodied in the federal and provincial governments are to relate to one another. The type of rules selected to solve such conflicts reflect an organising principle of our federation: subsidiarity.

\section{Subsidiarity}

Infringements upon the negative autonomy of provinces through the “national concern” doctrine, the federal declaratory power and the general federal paramountcy rule are probably all better understood not as a mere privileging of the positive autonomy of the Parliament, but rather as \textit{a consequence of the subsidiarity principle}. In other words, the constitutional principles that compose the principle of federalism cannot be read in isolation; each qualifies the others.\footnote{The division of powers between the central government and the provinces as articulated in the Constitution, was not randomly devised. Rather, it was meant to reflect the principle of subsidiarity. Justice L’Heureux-Dubé, writing for a majority of the Court in \textit{Spraytech} explained the principle of subsidiarity as “the proposition that law-making and implementation are often best achieved at a level of government that is not only effective, but also closest to the citizens affected and thus most responsive to their needs, to local distinctiveness, and to population diversity.”\footnote{The Supreme Court recently reminded us of the importance of correctly identifying the purposes of our constitutional structures:}

\begin{quote}
The Constitution must be interpreted with a view to discerning the structure of government that it seeks to implement. The assumptions that underlie the text and the manner in which the constitutional provisions are intended to interact with one another must inform our interpretation, understanding, and application of the text.\footnote{The constitutional importance of the principle of subsidiarity therefore flows from the fact that it provides the teleological explanation of the division powers; it explains why it was done and why it was done the way it was. Indeed, the Supreme Court has recognized that the principle of subsidiarity presided over the initial division of powers between the center and the provinces when, for example, it wrote in the \textit{Secession Reference} that:}

\begin{quote}
The principle of federalism recognizes the diversity of the component parts of Confederation, and the autonomy of provincial governments to develop their societies within their respective spheres of jurisdiction. The federal structure of our country also facilitates democratic participation by distributing power to the government thought to be most suited to achieving the particular societal objective having regard to this diversity.\footnote{The principle of federalism recognizes the diversity of the component parts of Confederation, and the autonomy of provincial governments to develop their societies within their respective spheres of jurisdiction. The federal structure of our country also facilitates democratic participation by distributing power to the government thought to be most suited to achieving the particular societal objective having regard to this diversity.}}
\end{quote}
Or when, in *Canadian Western Bank*, Binnie and LeBel wrote for the majority of the Court that:

> the fundamental objectives of federalism were, and still are, to reconcile unity with diversity, promote democratic participation by reserving meaningful powers to the local or regional level and to foster cooperation among governments and legislatures for the common good.

2.1 - Proximity and effectiveness

The principle of subsidiarity basically allowed a division of powers according to the twin criteria of *proximity* and *effectiveness*. Proximity refers here both to physical proximity or “local distinctiveness”, and to “population diversity.” In other words, the division of powers was meant to protect local needs, identities and social values, while at the same time providing the benefits of a larger political unit – including protection against some potential negative internalities. A quick look at ss 91-95 powers suffices to convince that those twin criteria presided over the division of powers. Indeed, as Professor Abel noted more than 50 years ago, the “Peace, Order and Good Government of Canada” introductory clause of s 91 and the concluding “Generally all Matters of a merely local or private Nature in the Province” s 92(16) clause “effect a twin grant of residuary power, to the Dominion and to the Provinces.” Matters of “local or private nature” except those of any classes of subjects enumerated in s 91 were assigned exclusively to the provinces. This was done in recognition of the “diversity and autonomy of provincial governments in developing their societies within their respective spheres of jurisdiction.” Matters of “Canadian concern”, except those enumerated in s 92, were attributed to Parliament.

The idea behind our division of powers is not that provinces are effective at representing local identities, but that they are ineffective, and that federal authorities are more effective, but do not represent a true political community. Rather, the idea of subsidiarity is that there are matters that are more effectively dealt with locally, or that should be managed by provinces to adequately protect and allow local identities to flourish. Other matters may be dealt with federally by reason of “provincial inability” or to protect and promote common Canadian values.

The principle of subsidiarity takes for granted that matters of physical proximity are better dealt with by provinces, but that some matters may not be capable of being effectively managed locally. The latter situation may arise, for example, when, under certain specific conditions, the failure to act of one of the federal partners may jeopardise the situation of others, or when economies of scale made possible by pooling together resources are necessary for some or all of the partners to adequately tackle an issue.

In fact, some have feared – for very good reasons – that while the principle of subsidiarity establishes a presumption in favour of local governance, the use of the effectiveness criteria might have the exact reverse effect: instead of operating downward, the principle of subsidiarity might favour centralisation. This may be true even if we should know by now that centralisation is not necessarily the most effective way to organise certain matters. At any rate, the key to avoiding the misuse of the principle of subsidiarity is to remember that concerns of proximity must come first, and concerns of effectiveness only come second. Indeed, the principle of subsidiarity does not require the allocation of legislative power to the institution that would be the most effective in dealing with a particular matter, it rather means that the most proximate institution must govern the matter unless it is unable to do so.

While the principle of subsidiarity presided over the initial division of powers, it has also been used both explicitly and implicitly by the courts to
inform our interpretation, understanding, and application of the [constitutional] text.”

2.2 - Explicit uses of the principle of subsidiarity in the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence

As we have seen earlier, the Supreme Court expressly used the principle of subsidiarity in Spraytech. In Canadian Western Bank Binnie and LeBel JJ justified the constraints that they imposed on the interjurisdictional immunity doctrine by noting that in the past, it was mostly used in favour of Parliament and that this “asymmetrical effect” could “be seen as undermining the principles of subsidiarity.” In Lacombe, Deschamps J, in her dissent, noted that the “principle of subsidiarity … is a component of our federalism, and increasingly of modern federalism elsewhere in the world” and argued that, when applying the federal paramountcy rule, “[t]he unwritten constitutional principle of federalism and its underlying principles of cooperative federalism and subsidiarity favour a strict definition of the concept of conflict.”

In the Reference re Assisted Human Reproduction Act, the Supreme Court was divided four to four on the proper use of the principle of subsidiarity. McLachlin CJC claimed that while it allowed provinces to complement the Assisted Human Reproduction Act, it did not “preclude Parliament from legislating on the shared subject of health.” Indeed, she wrote that “[t]he criminal law power may be invoked where there is a legitimate public health evil, and the exercise of this power is not restricted by concerns of subsidiarity.” She summarised her views by stating that the principle of “subsidiarity does not override the division of powers in the Constitution Act, 1867”. LeBel and Deschamps JJ., after concluding that the impugned provisions did not fall under the federal criminal law power, but instead were within provincial jurisdiction, wrote that

[i]f any doubt remained, this is where the principle of subsidiarity could apply, not as an independent basis for the distribution of legislative powers, but as an interpretive principle that derives, as this Court has held, from the structure of Canadian federalism and that serves as a basis for connecting provisions with an exclusive legislative power.

Justice Cromwell did not take position on this debate.

2.3 - Implicit uses of the principle of subsidiarity in the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence

The Supreme Court was implicitly guided by the principle of subsidiarity when it developed both the temporary “emergency” and the permanent “national concern” (or, as I prefer to call it, “Canadian concern”) branches of the POGG powers. The same could be said of the federal jurisdiction over the regulation of the general trade and commerce under s 91(2) of the Constitution Act, 1867. The capacity of the provinces to act within their jurisdictions is presumed, and it is up to Parliament to make the exceptional demonstration otherwise.

In fact, Parliament’s legislative competence over the regulation of general trade and commerce relies on a provincial inability test similar to the one used to establish the POGG powers over “Canadian concern”. Among the criteria to examine is whether the “failure to include one or more provinces or localities in the scheme jeopardize its successful operation in other parts of the country.” This illustrates the concern that subsidiarity has for the creation of certain negative externalities by the provinces.

However, obviously not all potential negative externalities caused by one province upon others will give rise to a justification for a potential legislative displacement of provincial legislatures by Parliament. Indeed, failure to act on a variety of issues could
cause negative externalities, but not all such negative externalities are constitutionally problematic. For example, a province may decide to offer significantly fewer social services than its neighbours on the basis of the “small government” mandate it received from its electorate. While this policy decision may cause an influx of residents with special needs to neighbouring provinces offering higher levels of social services, this type of policy choice is expected in a federation where provinces all enjoy a large degree of autonomy in deciding their own priorities and the means to achieve them. Equalization payments, to which federal authorities committed themselves in the Constitution Act, 1982, aim precisely at ensuring provinces the means “to provide reasonably comparable levels of public services at reasonably comparable levels of taxation”.

Thus, provincial autonomy ensures that provinces may make their own policy choices with regard to public services, and the subsidiarity principle ensures that they enjoy the means to carry out such decisions.

Subsidiarity seems also to have guided the development of the “ancillary powers” doctrine which requires that provisions which only slightly “overflow” from the legislative authority that adopted it must be rationally, functionally integrated into otherwise valid legislation to survive constitutional scrutiny. But the more the challenged provision intrudes on the competency of the other level, the more it will have to meet the test of necessity. In other words, the more the attack on the negative autonomy of another level of government is serious, the more it has to be justified by necessity.

2.4 - Subsidiarity and cooperative federalism

While we have discussed how the subsidiarity principle has been used in the division of powers jurisprudence, it is crucial to recall that it is not simply an analytical tool used to organize the data in an attempt to make sense of the Supreme Court’s decisions. Subsidiarity divides powers the way it does because it embodies a particular understanding of the relation that must exist between the different levels of government. Subsidium, the Latin root of the term, historically refers to reserve troops on stand-by to offer help, assistance, relief to the regular troops. Not only are they not the principal troops, but their existence is meant to assist the regular troops – not to compete against them.

This is why the principle of subsidiarity offers a second normative justification for cooperative federalism: subsidiarity implies that institutions standing in a subsidiarity relation to other institutions are meant to help, to offer assistance, to those other institutions. According to the proximity principle, while Parliament may be the principal agent on certain limited matters, it is the subsidiary agent on most others. This means that the central authorities, as subsidiary agents, must cooperate with provinces to fulfil their true role.

It would thus directly contradict the principle of subsidiarity if Parliament were to act in a way that is not aimed at achieving one of the goals for which it is the principal responsible but rather for the very purpose of hindering the capacity of provinces to achieve their own local goals. Indeed, it is one thing to stop intervening on a matter of one’s own jurisdiction, and quite another to actively make it more difficult for the governments to which one serves as a subsidiary, to achieve their goals. For example, Parliament was well within its rights to decide that the federal government would no longer manage and use the data collected from the registration of long guns. However, its decision to refuse to disclose to provinces such data collected in cooperation with them, and to destroy such data for the very purpose of impeding their capacity to manage their own registry system, strike as clear violations of the subsidiarity principle. Purposeful nuisance is clearly antithetical to subsidiarity.
Given that the subsidiarity principle provides the underlying rationale of the initial division of powers, and its subsequent interpretations, it is logical that it imposes limitations on the use of the powers so distributed. This should not be surprising since we have now moved clearly “from a system of parliamentary supremacy to one of constitutional supremacy”. This is why the principle of federalism that was once seen as only capable of offering reasons justifying certain constitutional conventions, now has the full power to impose legal obligations. Indeed, the Supreme Court in the Secession Reference referred approvingly to the dissent in the Patriation Reference to demonstrate that “[u]nderlying constitutional principles may in certain circumstances give rise to substantive legal obligations (have “full legal force”, as we [the Supreme Court] described it in the Patriation Reference”).

A section of a federal statute that, in its pith and substance, is not related to a valid federal purpose but is rather aimed at limiting the capacity of provinces to effectively conduct their own legitimate purposes must be invalid as a violation of the principle of subsidiarity. Creating provincial inabilities simply cannot be a valid federal purpose. As Binnie and LeBel JJ. wrote in Canadian Western Bank, “constitutional doctrine must facilitate, not undermine what this Court has called ‘cooperative federalism’.” Therefore, the subsidiarity principle, as a second normative justification for cooperative federalism, establishes duties between subsidiary authorities and proximate authorities.

But the federal principle also entails a set of duties binding upon all federal partners, irrespective of the vertical connection that bind together the center to the provinces. Such duties flow from the principle of federal solidarity according to which participants in the federation form a common body politic.

3. Federal Solidarity

The constitutional bonds that hold the federation together, that give unity to the whole, are integral parts of each political community involved. Far from being external to them, those bonds are constitutive of the participants in the federation. The different levels of government may each incarnate a different political community, but they rely on a common citizenry. Thus, individuals who are members of each province are equally members of the general political community composed of all individuals within the federation. These two elements are key to distinguishing between federations and other forms of political organizations: federations are composed of distinct and autonomous political communities that are existentially joined through shared internal rules that provide for their nested relationships. Therefore, partners in a federation belong to a common body politic, they do not consider each other as "foreign governments." The principle of federal solidarity is the set of normative consequences that flow from the commitment of federal partners to belong to a common body politic.

3.1 - Solidarity in federations

The idea behind the principle of federal solidarity has taken different names in a variety of federations. For example, it has been recognized judicially in Germany and by Belgium’s constitutional drafters (Belgium) as “federal loyalty”. “Loyalty” refers to a set of benevolent attitudes and commitments towards the central authority, requires a conciliatory attitude. All this entails a certain benevolence towards the others that is clearly not limited to one’s formal obligations. This may, for
example, be reflected in the compulsion to not only avoid hurting the other – for example, by avoiding causing nasty externalities to be supported by the other – but also to positively assist that other. That being said, the term may cause confusion as it may – mistakenly – lead one to consider that its only duty is towards a superior, which is not the sense in which it is used in the federal context. Austrian jurisprudence refers instead to the duty of “mutual consideration”. This expression highlights more clearly the element of reciprocity involved. However, it is still not entirely satisfactory as it could be interpreted as merely a matter of fairness when, in fact, it requires, as we have just seen, much more than that. Switzerland’s Constitution refers more clearly to duties of “mutual help”, “assistance” and “collaboration”. The South African Constitution, under the heading “principles of cooperative government and intergovernmental relations,” entrenched in the most explicit terms the idea of federal solidarity and what it entails.

By whatever expression we may want to refer to it, the principle of “federal loyalty”, “mutual consideration”, federal solidarity – or other equivalent expressions – is inherent to all federations. The general idea behind each of these formulations is that governments forming a federation do not merely calculate their actions to be to their own benefit. By forming a federation, partners intend to work collectively for the common good of a shared citizenry. Each government – be it federal, provincial or territorial – owes special duties to the other common members of the federation that they do not necessarily owe to foreign states (or that do not owe with the same degree of intensity) precisely because they belong to a common body politic.

Let’s take a first example of such special duties owed to other partners in a federation. In *Premier, Western Cape v The President of the Republic of South Africa and Another*, the South African Constitutional Court explained that s 41, which provides for the principles of cooperative government and intergovernmental relations, includes “provisions setting common goals for all spheres of government requiring cooperation between them in mutual trust and good faith.” More specifically, s 41(1)(g) requires that:

All spheres of government and all organs of state within each sphere must . . . exercise their powers and perform their functions in a manner that does not encroach on the geographical, functional or institutional integrity of government in another sphere.”

The Court went on to state that:

Although the circumstances in which section 41(1)(g) can be invoked to defeat the exercise of a lawful power are not entirely clear, the purpose of the section seems to be to prevent one sphere of government using its powers in ways which would undermine other spheres of government, and prevent them from functioning effectively.

Thus, contrary to the principle of subsidiarity, this is not a principle used to allocate powers. It merely serves to qualify their use. Indeed, the Court explicitly writes: “Section 41(1)(g) is concerned with the way power is exercised, not with whether or not a power exists.”

### 3.2 - Canadian principle of federal solidarity

While it is true that the principle of federal solidarity has not yet been explicitly identified by the Supreme Court as being a key component of the principle of federalism, it is nonetheless clearly at work both in our political practices and in a variety of constitutional rules. First, the principle of federal solidarity explains the different rules and practices that ensure that burdens and capacities are cooperatively shared in ways that positively sustain the common body politics. Let’s call this the “empowering function” of federal solidarity. Second, the principle of federal solidarity acts to guarantee against abusive actions of
federal partners towards the other members of the common body politic. Let’s call this the “protective function” of federal solidarity. We will briefly examine them in turns.

3.3 - Empowering function of federal solidarity

To work towards a common good while acknowledging their respective autonomy, Ottawa and the provinces inform and consult each other, they assist and support one another, they coordinate their actions, collaborate on different project, etc. This can be seen, for example, in times of emergency, such as when a forest fire breaks out and a province needs assistance, or in the everyday course of business of delegated agencies. The activities of the Council of the Federation (especially its special working groups) offer examples of formal collaboration and exchanges of information, while informal networks between departments also exchange information on a daily basis.

The principle is also reflected in a series of entrenched constitutional rules. Take, for example, the federal commitment to equalization payments provided by s 36 of the Constitution Act, 1982. Or the general obligation to negotiate constitutional changes when one partner in the federation legitimately seeks an amendment to the Constitution. However, the extent to which federal partners have a constitutional obligation to positively assist and cooperate with others on other matters has not yet been clearly defined by the Canadian jurisprudence. As we are about to see, the Constitution sets up protections against the abuse by one of the federal partners’ powers against other members of the common body politic.

3.4 - Protective function of federal solidarity

The protective function of federal solidarity guarantees against the imposition of certain negative externalities on other federal partners. The most obvious example is certainly the unconstitutionality of unilateral secession. In the same spirit, the Supreme Court recently reminded the federal government that Parliament acting alone cannot modify a “core component of the Canadian federal structure of government.”

The territoriality principle of provincial legislation, as well as provincial incapacity to adopt indirect taxation schemes were also aimed at preventing provinces from imposing abusive negative externalities to other provinces. A good illustration of this rationale for the territoriality principle of provincial laws is to be found in Interprovincial Co-operatives Ltd. v R where Pigeon J. wrote “it does not appear to me that a province can validly license on its territory operations having an injurious effect outside its borders so as to afford a defence against whatever remedies are available at common law in favour of persons suffering injury thereby in another province.” Pigeon J. also suggested, in obiter, that the situation would not be different if dams were built in a province and that same province were attempting to licence the flooding of lands in an adjoining province.

In fact, it is precisely in order to ensure that lack of cooperation between provinces would not result on the imposition of abusive negative externalities that many subject-matters were left to the federal Parliament. This is the case, for example, with the regulation of interprovincial trade and commerce, ferries between provinces, the interprovincial matters covered by the “Canadian concern” branch of POGG and the interprovincial works and undertakings mentioned at s 92(10) of the Constitution Act, 1867. Those matters were attributed to Parliament to ensure solidarity between members of the federation.

Also, the jurisprudence, through the principle of ‘comity’, has developed a principle very similar to the civil law
doctrine against “abuse of rights”. The civil law doctrine recognized by the Supreme Court in *Houle v Canadian National Bank* and codified at art. 7 of the Civil Code of Québec provides that “No right may be exercised with the intent of injuring another or in an excessive and unreasonable manner which is contrary to the requirements of good faith.” Indeed, it appears to be the very principle that the Supreme Court used in *Hunt v. T&N plc* under the guise of a constitutionally-required principle of ‘comity’. The Supreme Court did not deny that a province has the power to enact “legislation that may have some effect on litigation in other provinces” or “respecting modalities for recognition of judgments of other provinces” under their s 92(13), *Constitution Act, 1867*. Instead, the Court concluded that it must do so in a way that respects “the minimum standards of order and fairness addressed in *Morguard*”.

At first sight, it may appear as if *Hunt* and *Morguard* went further than simply imposing limits on the exercise of provincial powers. The doctrine of ‘comity’ may appear to have been more far reaching than simply imposing limits akin to those that flow from the doctrine against “abuse of rights”. The principles of ‘comity’ seem, indeed, to have limited provincial legislative powers in themselves. La Forest J. wrote for the Court:

> In short, to use the expressions employed in *Morguard* (...), the "integrating character of our constitutional arrangements as they apply to interprovincial mobility" calls for the courts in each province to give "full faith and credit" to the judgments of the courts of sister provinces. This, as also noted in *Morguard*, is inherent in the structure of the Canadian federation, and, as such, is beyond the power of provincial legislatures to override.

But it is important to note that the provincial statute in question was found “constitutionally inapplicable because it offends against the principles enunciated in *Morguard* and that it was thus “unnecessary (...) to consider whether it is wholly unconstitutional because, in pith and substance, it relates to a matter outside the province.” In brief, the principle of ‘comity’ does not invalidate provincial statutes, but springs into action at the applicability stage of analysis.

We need to highlight that the Supreme Court further noted that “notion of comity among independent nation States lacks the constitutional status it enjoys among the provinces of the Canadian federation.” The principle of comity therefore does not appear as an application of the territoriality principle of provincial laws, but rather as a set of constraints associated with the legitimate exercise of powers within the federation.

It seems that a similar reasoning would apply by reason of the principle of federal solidarity to a federal or a provincial statute adopted “with the intent of injuring another” federal partner, or “in an excessive and unreasonable manner which is contrary to the requirements of good faith.” Such a statute might not be invalid, but it could nonetheless be declared inapplicable to the other partners in the federation.

Because Parliament has a special constitutional duty to foster solidarity within the federation, it is especially egregious when it is the one acting against it. It does so when it uses its powers not for the purpose of advancing its legitimate objectives, but rather for the very purpose of creating negative externalities to provinces, or when it uses its power in a way that creates abusive negative externalities that run contrary to the requirements of good faith. Parliament’s *Ending the Long-gun Registry Act* appears to be a case in point. Federal solidarity may not require that Parliament puts in place a mechanism to share gun-related data among partners in the federation, and may not even require that the federal government keeps contributing once
it is in place. Parliament could in fact withdraw its participation from this cooperative mechanism. However, it goes beyond its federal purposes, and against the federal solidarity principle, when it decides to deny access to the data collected in cooperation with provinces and destroys it. While the federal statute should be held to be valid, given the principle of federal solidarity, it should be inapplicable to provinces seeking to access the data that has been cooperatively collected.

3.5 - Solidarity and cooperative federalism

While the principle of autonomy protects the distinctiveness of each political community, the principle of federal solidarity provides a third normative justification for cooperative federalism by ensuring that those autonomous political communities treat each other as partners in a common political project. The principle of solidarity, the commitment of federal partners to belong to a common body politic requires that they cooperate with one another. Failure to cooperate, to share the common burdens, endangers the existence of the common body politic. Acting in bad faith towards the other members of the body politic, abusing one’s powers to the detriment of one’s federal partners, also go against the purposes of forming a common body politic. Indeed, hurting the citizens of a federal partner amounts to directly or indirectly hurting the citizens of a political body to which one’s own citizens also belong.

4. Conclusion

In an era where the Supreme Court has moved away from a formalist understanding of the Constitution to a more principles-based approach,124 it has become easier to see the hidden federal structure that underlies our constitutional practices. Taking seriously the constitutional principle of federalism means seriously examining the rationales behind the federal structure of our government. Autonomy aims at achieving the good of self-government – both at the federal and provincial levels. Subsidiarity aims at protection of self-government while ensuring the benefits of effectiveness. Solidarity aims at ensuring that the benefits of diversity will not be gained at the expense of unity. Each of these three constitutional principles offers distinct normative justifications for cooperative federalism. Ultimately, these three principles of federalism are fundamentally important to our constitutional tradition precisely because they are the ones that guarantee the truth of the famous quote from the Secession Reference that was cited at the very beginning of this article.125

The principles of autonomy, subsidiarity and federal solidarity are the foundations upon which our federal structure of government has been built. We cannot tamper with them without endangering the stability our constitutional edifice.
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